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THE PROBLEM



The Gender Gap in Academia

All sciences (incl. political science) have a ‘leaky pipeline’ problem
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Everyday life example:



Sources of Gender Gaps

Some of the sources of this academic problem are macro-structural, and
may be related to lack of broad (social or university-level) policies

Work-life issues (e.g. parental leave policies, nursery on campus, etc)

Gender stereotyping, harassment risks sand sexual vulnerabilities

Other sources are more pernicious and hidden, and are much more related
to within-department culture and organization.

Lots of smart people have tried to identify and understand those second
sets of sources, asking a range of useful questions.
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Are women less productive than men?

No. Women’s publication rates increase and actually exceed those of men
in the latter stages of careers.

Reed et al (2011) Academic Medicine
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Sources of Gender Gaps

Similarly, women’s grants are as fruitful as men’s as long as they capture
their first grant.

Hechtman et al (2018) PNAS
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What our department can do

PGRs:

Better mentoring; more social activities for female PGRs

Recruitment:

To hire more women, make adjustments to language of
recruitment ads to point to inclusiveness

Career Development & Organization

Better mentoring of female staff

Discount students’ evaluations, especially on ‘tough’ courses

Culture:

Review syllabi for more female authors’ readings and adjust
syllabi to promote more balance
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What our department can do

Wakako & Gizelis (2018)



What can you do?

Students can help support the department by taking part in these
new events and voicing what the department could do better through
advisors, talking to the Athena Swan lead or HoD.

You can also do some private, individual things in view of all these
biases.

What you can do privately will probably depend on your gender ID.
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What can you do?

If you identify as female:

Don’t self-doubt. If you are here, you are over the bar.

Recognize that the biggest predictor of success is the amount of
effort you are prepared to put in the work, not your gender.

Mentoring is key. If your mentor is not enthusiastic about your
research or not unconditionally supportive of your career, change
mentor. If you want multiple views, seek for them.

Remember the Matilda effect bias: co-authoring is great, but be
aware of not receiving enough credit.

Understand there is a real trade-off between teaching, service and
research. Balance them knowing that the academic job market is
skewed towards research outputs (and remember teaching
evaluations can go against you).

Visibility is crucial; self-promotion is critical.
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If you identify as male:

Avoid ‘manels’ and ‘mansplaining’. They are old-fashioned and
out of touch with history.

Acknowledge your own biases, e.g. believing that women are less
technical or less methodologically trained than men.

Actively help more senior women, e.g. get a female academic on
your board or as part of your mentoring group.

Actively help peer women: support your female colleagues and
recommend their work in the spirit of collegiality, not of
competition.

Remember: recognizing discrimination does not imply that your
success is due to biases in the system. Rather, it means that you
are not afraid of other perspectives and ready to have more
multidimensional discussions.
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